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PART A

 1) Ratio of specific weight of liquid to that of standard substance at a 

standerd temperature

sp:gr =   specific weight of liquid / specific weight of pure water

specific weight may be defined as the weight per unit volume

2) one end of simple manometer is attached to the goage  point and the 

other is open to the atmosphere. it is used for measuring high as well as 

negative pressure.

In differential manometer whose 2 ends are connected to the point whose 

difference of pressures is required to found out .

3)  potential energy,kinetic energy,pressure energy.

Total energy=potential energy+kinetic energy=pressure energy.

E=Z+V²/2g+p/w

4) the length of stream of liquid while flowing over a weir gets 

contracted at the end

5) storage reservoir,dam,water ways and pen stock,surge 

tank,powerhouse,weth turbine,tail race.

                                      PART B 

II  1)

Area(A)=1/2x3x3=4.5msqr

         p=wAx¯ 

         w=9.81x0.8=7.848KN/m³
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p=7.848x4.5x3/3=35.316KN

h¯=1G/Ax¯=bh³/36=3x3³/36=2.25m^4=2.25/4.5x1  +1=1.5m

II 2)

applying Bernoulli's equation at section1 n 2

Z1+V1²/2g  +p1/w = Z2+V2²/2g  +p2/w     ----(1)

Datum lime  pass through  the axis of the venturi meter

          so,Z1=0, Z2=0

p1/w  -p2/w  =v2²/2g  -v1²/2g

a1v1  =a2v2

v1  =a2v2/a1

p1/w  -p2/w  =v2²/2g [1-a2²/a1²]

               h=v2²/2g[a1²-a2²/a1²]

V2 =√2gh .(a1/√(a1²-a2²))

discharge =Q=Cd.a2.v2

 =Cd.a1.a2.√2gh/√(a1²-a2²)

II 3)

length of the rod  =10m

length of the pool = 6m

T=(2A √H1)/(cd.a.√2g)

=(2x60x √1.25)/(0.62x0.23x√2x9.81)

=21.2 sec or 3 min 32 sec

II 4)

the major advantage is that it requires prime mover. It is a pumping device 

working          under the principle of Bernoulli's theorem. it is used for 

feeding water to boiler against boiler pressure. in this device steam or 

water under high pressure is passed through a pipe containing a nozzle at 
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its end. The nozzle is placed in a venturi pipe.

II 5)

 in a right angled V-notch expression for computation of discharge is 

simple to remember in Q=1.417H^5/2

 for measuring more accurate result for low discharge ,triangular notch is 

preformed than rectangular notch 

 in case of rectangular notch 'H' is only required for the computation of 

discharge.

 No need for ventilation

 same notch can measure wide range of flows

II 6)

the length of the stream of liquid while flowing over a weir gets contracted 

at the end of sill. This end contraction of the stream of liquid is known as 

lateral contraction or side contraction. Francis also found that the amount 

of end contraction depend upon the conditions of sides of the channel and 

top of the sill ,as well as velocity of liquid. 

 effective length of weir is  = L-0.2H

Discharge Q= 2/3xCd(L-0.2H)(√2g)H^3/2

in general  Q= 2/3xCd(L-0.1nH)(√2g)H^3/2

II 7)

         when the valve of a pipeline suddenly closed the momentum of the 

flowing water is destroyed and because of very high pressure wave is 

generated upward the pipe and velocity = sound wave ,this exert very high 

noise known as knocking. the intensity of pressure raise due to above 

phenomenon is known as water hammer. it depends 
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 velocity of water flow

 length of pipe

 time taken to close the valve 

 elastic property of pipe materials

PART C

III a)

 Steady & Unsteady Flows:- Steady Flows:- In which the fluid 

Characteristics Like velocity, pressure, density , etc. At a Point do not 

change with time.

 Unsteady Flow:- In which the fluid velocity , pressure or density at a 

point changes with respect to time.

 Uniform & Non-uniform Flow :- Uniform Flow:- In which the velocity at 

given time does not change with respect to space ( length of direction of 

the flow ).

 Non-Uniform Flow:- In which the velocity at any time changes with 

respect to space. Changing in space

 Laminar & Turbulent flows:- Laminar Flow:- in which the fluid particles 

move along well defined paths or stream line. Fig. Laminar Flow

 Turbulent Flow:- fluid moves in very irregular paths or zig – zag Way. 

velocity at a point fluctuates.

 Compressible & Incompressible Flows:- Compressible Flows:- In which 

the density of the fluid changes from point to point. The density is not 

constant for the fluid. 

 Incompressible Flows:- In which the density of fluid changes from point 
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to point. the density is constant for the fluid.

III b)

from the arrangement of inverted u-tube differential manometer

pressure in left limb Pm-(1200x9.81x0.3)=Pm-3531.6

pressure in right limb Pn-(800x9.81x0.4)-(700x9.81x0.05)

=Pn-3139.2-343.35=Pn-3482.55

equating two equation

Pm-3531.6=Pn-3482.55

Pm-Pn=49.05N/m²=0.049KN/m²

IV a)

the intensity of pressure on the strip = w.l.sinØ

the pressure on the strip = intensity of pressure x area

= w.l.sinØ x b.dx

total pressure on the surface P= w.l.sinØ x b.dx

=w.sinØ (l.b.dx) = w.sinØ(A.x /sinØ) = 

w.A.x

moment of thus pressure about O = (w.l.sinØ x b.dx).l = w.l².sinØ x b.dx

M = w.l².sinØ x b.dx 

= w.sinØ (l².b.dx)

=w.sinØ .Io
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Ph¯/sinØ = w.sinØ .Io

(w.A.x .h¯)/sinØ = w.sinØ .Io

h¯= (Io.sin²Ø )/(A.x .)

h¯= (Ig+A.(x−/sinØ)²)(.sin²Ø )/(A.x .)

h¯= (Ig.(.sin²Ø )/(A.x .)+(x .)

IV b)

Diff.of mercury level= 170mm= 0.17m

sp:gr of mercury = sg =13.6

sp:gr sea water = so =1.026

h =0.17[13.6-1.026/1.026]

= 2.0834m

v=√2gh = √2x9.81x2.0834

=6.393m/s

= (6.393x60x60)/1000=23.01 km/hr

 V a)

Impulse turbine

1) All the available hydraulic energy is converted in to kinetic energy by 

nozzle.

2) The jet of water emerges on the buckets with kinetic energy.

3) pressure of water is atmosphere from inlet to the outlet of turbine

4) An air tight case is not essential,

5) It does not require draft tube
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REACTION TURBINE

1)Only the portion of hydraulic energy is converted in to kinetic energy 

before the water enters the turbine runner.

2) the water passes over the moving vanes with potential or pressure 

energy

3)pressure of water is not  uniform

4)the wheel is always run full of water

5)the water is guided to the moving vane at a proper 

V b)

   d=150mm= 0.15m

      Area =a= πx0.15²/4 =  0.01767 m²

     H= 6m

     Cd= 0.855

Cc at vena contracta=0.62

atmosphere pressure Ha= 10.3m

discharge =Cd.a.√2gh=0.855x0.1767√2x9.81 = 0.1639m³/s

pressure  at vena contracta = 10.3-(0.89x6)=4.96m

VI a)

Draft Tube is a connecting pipe which is fitted generally at the outlet 

or exit of turbines which and convert kinetic energy of water at outlet of 

turbine to static pressure. It helps to avoid wastage of kinetic energy of 
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water that flow from the outlet of turbines. It is generally fitted in the power 

turbines like reaction turbines, Kaplan turbines or Francis turbines.

The diameter of draft tube is small near the inlet and large near its outlet. 

The outlet of draft tube is always submerged in water.

The draft tube increases the pressure of the exiting fluid in expense of its 

kinetic energy and velocity. It increases the efficiency of turbines. (refer 

figure)

1 Conical diffuser draft tube 

2 Simple Elbow Draft Tube

3 Elbow draft tube with varying cross section 

4 Moody Spreading Draft Tube 

VI b)

x-horizontal distance

x² = 2v²y/g

substituting v=Cv.√2gh

y=H-h

x²=2Cv².2gh(H-h)/g

x=2Cv.√h(H-h)

horizontal distance maximum(diffe.)

then we get H-2h=0

h=H/2=3/2=1.5m

Xmax=2Cv.√h(H-h)=2x0.97√1.5(3-1.5)=2.91
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VII a)

VII b)
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base width b=45cm

head H= 22.5cm

Cd=0.6

tanØ/2 =((120-45)x1/2)/30=1.25 

using 

Q=2/3.Cd.b.√2g.H^3/2 + 8/15.Cd.√2g.H^5/2

substituting the above values then, Q=127.6lit/sec

VIII a)

Notch

 Notch is basically defined as a device which is used for determining the 

flow of liquid through a small channel or a tank.

 Notches might be defined as the opening provided in one side of a tank 

or reservoir or a small channel in such a way that the liquid surface in the 

tank or channel is below the top edge of opening

 Bottom edge of notch over which liquid flows will be termed as sill or 

crest. The material of casting of notch will be usually a metallic pipe.

 Notches will be small in size and will be preferred to use for measuring 

the small discharge of small stream or canal.

Weir

 A weir will be basically a concrete or masonry structure which will be 

located in an open channel over which flow will take place.
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 We can also define as the structure constructed across the river or large 

canal for storing water on upstream side.

 Top of weir over which water flow will take place will be termed as crest

 Weir will be used for measuring the large discharge of rivers or large 

canals.

 Weir will be usually in the form of vertical wall, with a sharp edge at the 

top, running all the way across the open channel.

 Notches will be small in size but weir will be bigger in size

 A weir will be basically made by a concrete or masonry structure.

VIII b)

length of weir,L = 24m

no.of bags = 8

width of each post = 0.2m

velocity of approach = 2.2 m/s

effective length,L = 24-7X0.2 =22.6m

no.of end contraction =n = 2x8 =16

additional head (ha) =Va²/2g =2.2²/2x9.81 =0.24669 m 0f waters

total height of water above the weir or notch H1 =H+Ha=0.9+0.24669 =

1.14669 m of waters 

1) Francis formula

             Q=1.84[L-0.1nh1][H1^3/2-H2^3/2]

=1.89[22.6-0.1X16X1.4669][1.14669^3/2-0.24669^3/2]

=42.23495 m³/s

2)Bazin's formula

   Q = mxL√2gxH1^3/2

where   m=0.405+0.003/1.14669=0.4076

Q= 0.4076x 22.6√2x9.81(1.14669)^3/2=50.102m³/sec
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IX a) head loss due to friction hf=4flv²/2gd (derivation)

b) side slope n=3H to 2V=3/2=1.5

Q=15m³/sec

v=3m/sec

(b+2nd)/2 = d.√n²+1

(b+(2x1.5d))/2 = d.√1.5²+1

b=2x1.8027d-3d=0.6054d

Area, A=d(b+nd)

5=2.1054d²

d=1.541m

substituting the value of d in the equation of b

then b = 0.9329m

wetted perimeter = 0.9329+(2x1.541.√1.5²+1)=6.489

area of lining = 6.489x100=648.9m²

X a)

A channel section is considered as the most economical or most efficient 

when it passes a maximum discharge for given cross section area, 

resistance coefficient, and bottom slope. From the equation of continuity it 

is evident that for area of cross section being constant, discharge is 

maximum when the velocity of discharge is maximum. And from chezys 

formula and manning s formula for a certain value of slope and surface 

roughness, velocity is maximum when the hydraulic radius is maximum. 

And if we take the area as constant, hydraulic radius is maximum if the 

wetted perimeter is minimum. A semicircular section is the best economical 

channel but due to difficulty in creating it, a trapezoidal section can be 
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considered most efficient

 for rectangular section

b=2d

m=d/2

 for trapezoidal section

side slope = half of top width

 m=d/2

 depth is equals the radius of the semicircle drawn with centre at mid of 

top width

X b)

by continuity equation

a1 x v1 = a2 x v2 (by substituting and rearranging) 

v1 = 4.v2

loss of head at entrance = 8v2²/2g

loss of head due to friction in pipe1=4fl1.v1²/2gd1

(substituting the values) =426.7/2g 

loss of head due to sudden enlargement  = 9v2²/2g

loss of head due to friction in pipe2= 8v2²/2g

loss of head at exit = 8v2²/2g

8 = 8v2²/2g + 426.7v2²/2g + 9v2²/2g +  8v2²/2g

 v2²/2g =  452.7v2²/2g

 v2 = 0.59m/sec

Q =  a2 x v2 = 0.042m³/s
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